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Marcel Proust insightfully observed that, “Only by art can we get outside ourselves; instead of
seeing only one world, our own, we see it under multiple forms. “Joan and Bob Rechnitz’s
generosity in funding this beautiful building clearly demonstrates their vision of the arts as a
window to the world and as essential to the liberal education of future generations of Monmouth
University students. I am so honored and pleased to thank them for their generous gift on
behalf of the McMurray School of Humanities and Social Sciences and the Monmouth University
Center for the Arts. I am fully confident that Rechnitz Hall will quickly become a center for
student and faculty creativity. But even more than this, I want to thank Joan and Bob for the
creative energy they have contributed to the Monmouth Community as we all seek “to get outside
ourselves” and grow in our intellectual curiosity and expressiveness.
Monmouth University has been fortunate to be supported in many ways by its alumni, employees, and
friends from the neighboring communities for nearly eighty years. There are several examples of

Stanton Green, PhD
Dean, Wayne D. McMurray School of Humanities and Social Sciences

extraordinary support from our kind friends. This new art studies building and gallery — the most
beautiful gallery on the Jersey Shore — is one such extraordinary gift. For decades the University
has been thanking Joan and Bob Rechnitz for their encouragement of, and partnerships with, Monmouth
arts and education programs. Now they, alone, enable the replacement of the “funky,” old 800 Building
with the new Joan and Robert Rechnitz Hall. The University community is grateful that a fine arts alumna,
Joan, and her husband, Bob, a professor of English here for over three decades, generously applied
their resources to once again accelerate opportunities to embrace the arts in our community.
Joan and Robert Rechnitz Hall will serve fine arts, graphic design, and animation students for generations.
It will be a quality home for a talented art and design faculty. It will host grand exhibitions for the public.
On a classic campus full of remarkable buildings, it will be viewed as especially remarkable.
This exhibit, launches Joan and Robert Rechnitz Hall and its central galleries. The theme, so typical of
community leaders like the Rechnitzes, centers on the work of faculty and friends from Monmouth
College, Monmouth University, and the surrounding area. Fortunately, Joan has agreed to display some
of her own works.
Joan and Bob, thank you for including Monmouth University in your plans for our community. We have
been proud to stand with you as an education partner with your magnificent Two River Theater Company.
Now we stand beside you again as thankful partners here on our campus.
Friends of Monmouth University, students, and patrons of the arts — welcome to Joan and Robert
Rechnitz Hall.
Paul G. Gaffney II
President

For over 20 years the Monmouth University galleries enjoyed a rich and diverse exhibition program
under the experienced direction of Professor Vincent DiMattio. Over the past eight years, I have
tried to further enrich the MU exhibition programming by continuing to showcase our outstanding
student exhibitions as well as bringing in exciting artists from not only our region, but also across
the United States and abroad. With a dedicated and erudite Department of Art and Design faculty,
and with the enthusiastic support of the Monmouth University administration, the gallery exhibition
program has continued to grow and thrive.
As we prepare to enter a new era in the history of Monmouth University and the Department of Art
and Design, the possibilities for further advancing our goals now seem limitless. The beautiful Joan
and Robert Rechnitz Hall, a state-of-the-art facility, will provide this opportunity. In addition to the
spectacular exhibition space, for the first time in the University’s history we will have a dedicated
space to store, conserve, and study the growing MU Permanent Art Collection.
The inaugural exhibition, Faculty & Friends, will provide an opportunity for us to exhibit not
only current faculty, but also former faculty, alumni, and artists who have exhibited in the MU
galleries over the years, many who have achieved regional, national, and international acclaim. This
invitational exhibition will feature the work of fifty-seven accomplished artists from across the
country. Painting, sculpture, printmaking, photography, drawing, and ceramics will all be showcased
in the soaring new gallery space. Professor DiMattio and I have been thrilled to co-curate this
exhibition of such outstanding artists.

What an exciting opportunity for our students. Thanks to the generosity of
Joan and Robert Rechnitz, students now will be studying and creating art in this
delightful new facility. Our department will be able to cultivate and sustain
new directions in interactive media, animation, design, photography, and the
traditional arts, thanks to expanded studios. With a comfortable lounge, our
students will be able to meet, collaborate, and build a community of creatively
motivated artist and designers. The expansive gallery will become a center of
visual arts, allowing us to bring exhibitions and artists of the highest caliber.
As Joan Rechnitz has said, the old 800 Building was a “funky place to make
art,” and she wants this new building to carry on that tradition, to become an
artistically inspirational space, similar to the experience she had as an art
major at Monmouth. Our faculty members share her wish and are committed
to her vision.
Students will receive a premier quality art/design education in the Joan and
Robert Rechnitz Hall — a place for nurturing creative inspiration.
Andrew Cohen, PhD
Chair and Professor

The Joan and Robert Rechnitz Hall is the crown jewel of our campus, and we
as a university community bear witness to the grand generosity of two
remarkable people. On graduation day 2012, Joan received an honorary degree
and, in her acceptance speech, she made the point in a loving and affectionate
manner that the old 800 Building was “funky.” Our promise to Joan is that
we will establish “funkiness” in the new building as quickly as possible. Just
think of the generations of young artists who will get their education in this
wonderful environment: this house of creativity. The building will not only cater
to all possible adventures in cutting-edge technology, but will also, provide
students with large, open studio spaces devoted to the traditions of drawing,
painting, the all-important foundations, and various exciting art history offerings.
Our state-of-the-art gallery certainly rivals any university spaces I have ever
seen. Our exhibition program will provide Monmouth University and the
community at large with excitement and knowledge regarding the art scene,
both locally and nationally, contemporary and historic.

With the energy and love that Joan and Robert Rechnitz share in their affinity for the arts, we are
without a doubt poised for success in what we can bring to the Monmouth community and the
public at large.

How do we sufficiently thank Joan and Bob for a gift of this magnitude? I don’t
have an answer for that, but knowing Joan and Bob as I do, a simple thank you
without fuss and a solid commitment to put this incredible building to very
good use will bring joy to their lives.

Scott Knauer, MFA
Director of Galleries and Collections

Vincent DiMattio, MFA
Professor of Art
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Artists—

Suspended Cast, 2010
porcelain and steel, 64 x 14 x 14 inches

Alexandros, 2006
resin, 20 x 12 inches

Spur, 2007
relief and silkscreen, 7 x 7 inches

Ivan Albreht

Nick Aristovulos

Tom Baker

This work is from the series I call “soft mannequins.”
In later pieces, evolving from this early object, I started
using multiples of mannequin head casts with various
alterations in an installation series titled “Rack.” This
series has been an ongoing project with different display
configurations shown throughout Europe and the U.S.

This piece represents the face of war, the
frightening face that a young soldier must put
on for his own protection and survival.

I have always been interested in the influence of process. My work continues to explore how
the print medium impacts the development of imagery. My prints are composed of numerous
layers generated from drawings, photographs, fabric patterns, and so on. The organization
of these elements creates textured and layered surfaces within a simplified format. Working
on a composition, I make use of recurring personal imagery that I integrate with these
developing surfaces. This stash of collected images gets recycled, recombined, and
replenished over time. I choose these images on an intuitive basis, sometimes for their
suggested meaning and always for their general visual appeal.

elements are printed over transparent layers of color and texture, creating a relationship
between representation and abstraction. Although my prints are simple, ordered, and
direct, their meaning remains open to interpretation.

ARI – BAK

– ALB

The final prints are less a narrative and more an impression of my thoughts. The drawn

mixed media on paper, 14 x 11 inches

encaustic, pencil, digital photograph on cradled birch board, 16 x 16 inches

In Time, 1992
oil and mixed media, 50 x 40 inches
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Raining at Angkor Wat, 2012
archival pigment print, 14 x 19 inches

Derek Boshier

Karen Bright

Jacquie Caldwell

Andrew Cohen

In this body of work, I have changed the status of a 		
photograph that already exists in its own right (often
from an advertisement or fashion magazine image) to
convey a political or social relevance.

With my combined interests and background in graphic design, fine art, and printmaking,
I have always attempted to let my creative process and the project at hand drive the tools and
techniques I use in my visual work. This approach allows me to learn and explore news ways
of making art or design, often giving me the opportunity to embrace an entirely new visual
language. I might offer that this method is perfect for an artist who is often inspired and
easily distracted— but I also venture to say that for me, it is an approach driven by concept,
and by what that concept requires to be fully extracted in its final form.

If I had to define my work, I would call it my visual philosophy. It is here, on a two-dimensional
surface, that I play out the scenario of the human existence as I understand it. I utilize whatever
pictorial images, materials, and techniques suit my purpose at the time.

Built during the twelfth century at the height of the Khmer empire by King Suryavarman II,
Angkor Wat is possibly the world’s largest religious monument. Every day thousands tour this
complex dedicated to Visnu and, assumedly, marvel at the architectural breadth, height, and
sculptural brilliance. Many people rush through and make the rigorous climb to the top of the
central tower, take pictures of themselves and friends along the way, and move to the next
equally impressive monument nearby. Yet, in spite of the crowds and rush, it is possible to
find quietude.

The modification of the photograph also explores the
merging of photography and drawing, and of photography
and text.

My recent explorations are visual representations of our changing environment. In this work,
I have used geologic, organic, and fossil-like forms to address and comment on the fragile
structure of our world. My initial inspiration might start with a documentary photograph,
a natural artifact, or a block of hand-set type, but eventually, by accepting and embracing
the creative process, an image will emerge that communicates along the lines of these
natural themes, that speaks to my visual aesthetic, and, at its best, begins a unique
conversation between the viewer and the work.

This knowledge did not come upon me all at once. I had to struggle with my identity as
an artist. I came to realize that the work I needed to do was not the work I was doing. I had
to define what constituted my rules and my limitations as an artist as well as a human being.
I could not shut out the world while I was painting, much the same way that I could not stop
thinking in terms of visual images — art— while I was doing my daily tasks. It was a great
revelation to me to consider that I did not have to uphold this barrier but could actually
benefit from this; and make it work for me. I am certain that my discovery is not unique among
artists, but it is one thing to know it and another to experience it. I do not differentiate between
representational and abstracted images, I use either or both to make my images meaningful.
Some of the works in this exhibition are more representational because it fascinated me to
interpret horrific images in the most beautiful colors I could paint, while other more passive,
life-assuring images seemed to call for somber, hard-etched techniques. If my work has one
purpose, it is to celebrate life in all the aspects I am capable of translating on to my canvas
and echoing in a kindred spirit.

During a late afternoon rain, I roamed the surrounding Angkor Wat entrance halls that most
people skip and experienced the time and place I seek while photographing. This catalogue
image, to me, is atmospheric; it shows a recent moment while simply and respectfully reminds
us of past deeds. Do we see decay or grandeur? Does the passage of time enhance and
magnify the enormity of the temple, the commitment and labor required, or are we too jaded
and absorbed by our own technologies to appreciate prior wonders?
Whereas I used to photograph monuments to supplement my art historical research, now the
photo is primarily intended to be self-contained. I like when the visual presents dichotomy
of time.

CAL – COH

BOS – BRI

Cahoon Hollow – One, 2012
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All Books Are Either Dreams or Swords, 2004
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My Blue Lagoon Kimono series is based on the varied and rich culture of Japanese kimono
design. The word kimono means clothing, and the Japanese robes are some of the most
recognizable garments in the world. Many woodblock kimono designs emerge from Japan in
the late nineteenth century. My series is loosely based on the themes of Japanese and other
eastern cultures: cranes, irises, bamboo, flowers, birds, waves, and dragons. The consistent
kimono shape serves as a frame for the work to be contained within. These symbols, as
well as other Far Eastern symbols, reflect the subtlety, inspiration, and beautiful aesthetic
of these cultures. This particular series is a combination of relief, stencil, and plexiglass
etching combined with chine collé and colored pencil drawing. Many of my pieces combine
drawing, type, painting, design, digital imagery, and original photography. My intention is
to create semi-fictitious narrative images that jog the subconscious memory of the viewer.
Perhaps it refers to a place that you have been to, read about, or have heard of. Many of my
prints and images over the years have reflected interests in nature and landscape, legend,
myth, storytelling, and spirituality. They complement a twenty-five year interest in
anthropology and archaeology. I have explored this by juxtaposing hard-edge geometric
design form and pattern against organic landscape, nature, and botanical illustrations.

mammoth ivory, india ink, sterling silver ring with man-made fiber, 2.375 x .625 inches

Jersey Surf, 2003
pastel on paper, 40 x 60 inches

⫷

Circle VII, 2010
mixed media on panel, 24 x 24 inches

Fred DelGuercio

Joe DeOrio

Vincent DiMattio

My interest in the art of scrimshaw was the result of buying some ancient ivory from the
long-extinct Woolly Mammoth. The tusks and bones of these ancient creatures have been
used for centuries by man for everything from weapons, tools, and even sled runners by the
indigenous peoples of the northern hemisphere, to the carving of beautiful art objects by
more modern artists and artisans.

Early in my art profession, I thought I created my art . . . wrong!
Now, after fifty years of making art, I credit all my imaging to
wakan tanka (the great spirit). Ocean, landscapes, etc . are all recorded
from the energy I receive when observing these magnificent (God’s)
creations. We artists are chosen to share with others and record
(pictorially) these natural wonders.

Much of the time, we as artists bring various
elements together to complete a given
statement. My attempt in these pieces, involves
the most simplistic, most basic of elements:
the square, the circle, and small events
within the circle paying homage to found, or
discarded, objects.

My scrimmed images are sometimes inspired by the unique figures found in the material.
Sometimes an ancient fractured surface suggests a miniature landscape that I define and
give scale to with tiny trees, distant mountains, and more.
My work represents a trip back in time to the days the woolly mammoths were hunted by
early man, when their tusks were made into objects decorated by carving with obsidian tools.
Scrimshaw, meaning, “fooling around,” was the name given by eighteenth and nineteenth
century whalers to the images of their hunts that were scratched into whale bone and teeth.
The work is technically simple. The ivory is polished, the design is scratched into it with a
sharp tool, and the scratch is rubbed withindia ink. The polished ivory surface will not stain
. . . the scratch simply holds the ink, similar to the intaglio printing process. My imagery is
inspired by myth, legend, and natural history.

It is our job. We are not the creators; we are the doers, and are
guided by a higher power. We, artists, should be grateful and give
thanks for this gift given to us.

DEO – DIM

CRE –DEL

Pat Hill Cresson

Scrimshaw Pendant, 2012
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stencil, intaglio, and chine collé on Rives BFK, 30 x 22 inches
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Blue Lagoon Kimono Series — Blue Bird and Dragonfly, 2012
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Kathleen Doherty

I am interested in balancing curved forms and lines
with stripes, realistic organic shapes with bright cartoon
colors to evoke the feel of a summer day at the beach.

oil on masonite, 48 x 36 inches

Michael Donato
My paintings are inspired by ancient Roman and
Pompeian fresco painting and the iconographic symbols
used as their subject matter. I use a combination of
simulated fresco painting and traditional Renaissance
painting techniques on masonite panels that are
textured with plaster.

Night Cover, 2012
oil on canvas/seed beads, 24 x 24 inches

Pamela Flynn
My work has always been grounded in issues from living
day-to-day. I see the visual world as a mirror of human
priorities. My work is meant to initiate an examination of
the inherent responsibility that goes with living.
My work explores the ability of art to quietly evoke visual
memories, the juxtaposition of the uncontrolled and the
controlled in living, and the blurring of the boundaries
between the serious and the trite.

⫷

East and West, 2011
		

mixed media on paper, 21 x 29 inches

Sidney K. Godwin

East and West is from a series of preliminary drawings
for a painting series. The concept of the work is to explore
the patterns of randomness and order found in nature.
Using natural forms and shapes, I am trying to create
patterns that the viewer can find interesting and engaging.
In the image East and West, the leaves are from the
Ginkgo tree, which originally came from China. The stones
are from studies of rocks that I have done in Maine.

FLY – G0D

DOH – DON

This piece explores using paper itself as the work of
art, rather than the substrate for the artwork. Fiber and
pigment were combined in the presence of water to
create this paper, which is the image rather than the
support for the imagery.

Dragonfly, 2012

Friend

handmade paper, 48 x 48 inches
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At the Beach, 2000-2001
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Jonathon Goebel

It is fitting that printmaking’s roots are founded in social propaganda and advertisement, as
the content of my work is focused on the relationship between consumerism and personal/
cultural identity. Specifically, I am interested in the ways identity and consumerism can
interrelate. An everyday example of this relationship includes graphically based advertisements.
The visually driven, psychological effects of these advertisements illustrate the power of image
on our culture and how they can manipulate consumers. Working with images that often
glorify the absurdities of identity and consumption, I hope to inspire my viewer to contemplate
our contemporary values’ emphases on materialistic endeavors and egocentricities.

oil, alkyd, canvas, 65 x 96 inches

The Hunters Call, 2012
oil on panel, 30 x 40 inches

⫷

Reflections – Poles, 2012
oil on linen, 58 x 72 inches

Grace Graupe-Pillard

Cheryl Griesbach

Richard Honymar

Burning Light is part of a series entitled DISPLACED. In a world where terrorism, ethnic 		

My technique of oil painting has derived from my knowledge and interests, in the seventeenth

cleansing, and cultural upheaval have dominated the news headlines, these paintings 		

and eighteenth century Flemish painting style. Since 1985, I have been on the faculty of

focus on the devastating effect of war. I appropriate images from journalistic sources,

the School of Visual Arts and began working as a commercial artist in 1974. It wasn’t until

The obscure we see eventually; the completely
apparent takes a little longer.

“blowing apart the reality” of the photograph so that the final result is distilled and

the year 2000 that I finally had the successful freedom to pursue my own personal work by

disintegrated from its original context, and reduced into unpredictably flatly colored

collaborating my primary interests in European botanicals, Dutch still life, and the influences

eccentric shapes further emphasizing the fragmentation of form and removal from its 		

of American Hudson School artists. My aim is to create theatrical compositions that set a

original source. The process of translating these manipulated images into paintings

specific mood and speak to the viewer as a sort of Utopian art. My main objective is to use

involves a change in scale, color, and texture, portraying a seductive beauty that reflects

my varied influences and painting techniques to devise imagery that would allow viewers to

the political “sanitization” of the horrors of war.

momentarily release themselves from our modern, technological world. It took me years to
truly learn about artifice and illusion, and to arrive to my own mythology that art is the lie
that tells the truth.

GRI – HON

GOE – GRA

Printmaking is a versatile and expressive means to make art with outstanding graphic potential.
My appreciation for the discipline is deeply rooted in the processes involved in creating and
printing a matrix as well as the inherent qualities of the printed work. The ability to manipulate
the image during the developmental and printing stages is an attractive quality of the print
medium and often allows for more time to reconsider various factors in the production of the
work. From a practical standpoint, the fact that prints can be flat and multiples produced is
significant. I strongly believe that art’s main function is to be seen. In this spirit, I aim to get
my work in front of the eyes of others — and out of my studio.

Burning Light, 2009
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etching and aquatint, 20 x 15 inches
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Lady with Tea, 2011
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Edward E. Jankowski

There are two sides to my work, a duality where a piece can reflect two attitudes, two sensibilities
at once, such as humorous and frightening. I couple this element with the profound influences
of African, Mexican, Japanese, and other areas of non-Western art. Cultures of the past mingle
with but also bounce off contemporary ideas. These combined influences have long intrigued
me, with the idea of simultaneously making something that includes visual contradictions
such as creation and destruction or the physical and the spiritual. I try to make “things” that
unite ideas, forms, purposes, and materials into objects that ask questions about our society
and our values. I love to juggle these components in an attempt to span the gap between
reality and fantasy.

mounted digital C-print, 20 x 30 inches

Pride and Fear, 2012
oil on linen, 11 x 11 inches

Ed Johnston

Lucy K.H. Kalian

In my body of work titled Experiential Extensions, I mark moments of my existence

My still life paintings speak for me.

through complex, aesthetic means. While going on walks, I take photographs of curious
shapes that I see in my environment. I extrude digital pathways through stacks of these
photographs and fabricate physical objects of these pathways. Quite often, I return to my
initial setups of shapes and spaces to construct variations, which formally express thoughts
related to concepts of time, including the growth of human memory throughout life and
scientific theories regarding existence. Collectively, these “Variations of Experiential
Extensions” stand as metaphorical objects of the complex marking of moments that define

On first view, the paintings appear little more than humorous vignettes. Further consideration
exposes the fact that I am, in fact, addressing more serious situations in which we may feel
awkward, distressed, fearful, etc . . .
Many recall the humiliation of standing in line to be weighed during a school physical education
class, the pride and fear of a first haircut, the concern over a friend with a drinking problem, or

⫷

Ascension, 2009
bronze, 29.5 x 11 x 9 inches

Bill Kilpatrick
As the name implies, this work has to do with
the transformation of the spirit. A mythological
deity is represented by the large female head.
The figures are passing from one state of
consciousness towards an apogee unknown.

the pain of sibling jealousy.

everyday, human experiences.

Uncomfortable moments or feelings can bring on nervous laughter. I reverse this involuntary

From 3:08 p.m. to 3:33 p.m. on May 11, 2011, I wandered through and around the 800 Building

action and use wit to expose our worrisome thoughts. Although a prickly feeling is brought to

before it was torn down. The 800 Building Experiential Extension is a result of that exploration.

light, I allow the viewer to view it with a light heart.

KAL – KIL

JAN – JOH

There is a strong link to childhood experiences as well as to elements of life in the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries in my making of objects. As a boy in parochial school, a nun once
reprimanded me for the character flaw of “sinful curiosity.” I love images, things, objects,
whether they be toys, a shell, or a piece of bone. My father worked in a field allied with advertising,
and he would bring promotional pieces home from his job. These would become source
materials and inspirations as I developed the ideas formulating my work. I look at the
accumulation or collecting of objects as a way of providing outside input to my thinking. I need
to have visual things around me; without objects around me, I’d be living in a vacuum.

800 Building Experiential Extension, 2011-2012

Friend

mixed media, 11 x 8 inches
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Homage to John Heartfield, 2012
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Field of Dreams and Decay is a work that was inspired from the headlines during the
summer of 2008. The crashing housing market, the rising costs of gasoline and milk,
(for a time the price of milk was more expensive than gas!), the desire for luxury goods 		
(the latest iPhone), and the mythical idea that we, as a people, are all somehow on the
same economic “playing field.” In my narrative, concepts and images clash in an
unfamiliar landscape.

I use acrylic paint and mixed media on Styrofoam. “Blue Dow” is the term often used to 		
describe the material. It is a dense foam, often used for industrial and home insulation. It
is a surface that holds paint well and allows for a great deal of surface alteration.

four panel folding screen, oil painting, 62 x 134 inches

Gail Kolflat

My paintings are a recording of people today, living in our world, sharing experiences common
to us all. They are meant to depict the shared culture and lifestyle of our entire country.
Americana is a suitable name for my work.
My canvases are painted over a period of months and evolve much on their own. I use sketches
and photographs only for reference to the scene or event as it is initially drawn onto the primed
canvas. These are disregarded from that point onward, as I prefer to improvise, relying on a
continuing interaction of realistic and abstract principles. Realism and natural representation
are essential elements in my current work. By using recognizably human forms, objects,
landscapes, and buildings, I invite the viewer into a world that he or she can recognize and share
with me. I want the viewer to feel as if he or she could be at the scene, participating in an event,
or perhaps surmising the situation. Subordinate to the realism incorporated in my paintings,
but also of great importance, are the abstract principles I depend on to free the viewer from
the monotony and predictability of a too real vision. Shapes, lines, and contrasting values
interact forming abstractions, which reside symbolically with the realistic elements of a
particular painting. Color is also of great significance. It truly does appeal to the emotions, and
it is important in setting the moods of my works. I allow myself to use any colors that seem
appropriate for each painting: instinct derived from experience.

⫷

Garden of Earthly Delights, circa 1960 s
oil on canvas, 40 x 50 inches

Black Convergence, 2012
		

watercolor on paper, 16 x 20 inches

Jacob Landau

Evelyn Leavens

Jacob Landau (1917-2001), printmaker, painter, humanist, and teacher, was an artist whose
works explored the basic themes of human existence and morality with an insight that was
both passionate and indignant. He was born in Philadelphia, PA, where he began as an
illustrator, but he lived most of his adult life in Roosevelt, NJ. Here he immersed himself in
the town’s thriving artistic community, along with such noted artists as Ben Shahn, and began
a distinguished career as professor at Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, NY. The art he created gained
him an impressive reputation, with many of his works included in the permanent collections
of the world's finest museums, such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Philadelphia
Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art (New York, NY), the Hirshhorn Museum
(Washington, DC), as well as the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. He also received
numerous honors, including fellowships from the Guggenheim and Ford Foundations.

Black Convergence is a bit hard to describe. First, it is not an abstract.
It takes nothing from nothing. This painting is non-objective because
it has nothing in its mind to start with. The first mark on the paper is
the way to the second mark. This progresses, through many marks
and changes, to become a true non-objective. It makes many changes
until, through love and hate, it eventually becomes acceptable. I never
give up. The roughness of the 1970s New York School is of interest to
me, as a revival, and I hope that I can continue with that consideration
for this series in my own technique.

In retirement he became Professor Emeritus at Pratt and received an honorary Doctorate in
Fine Arts from Monmouth University in 1996. In 2008, the Jacob Landau Institute donated
more than 300 of the artist’s prints, drawings, and paintings to Monmouth University.
“I am interested in art as advocacy of the human, as revelation of the tragic, as hope of
transcendence.” — Jacob Landau

LAN – LEA

KNA – KOL

The color palette that I apply, mostly cool tones, is built up layer upon layer, to ultimately
present a sense of ominous stillness and unease. I often feel as though I am a helpless 		
onlooker to events and circumstances that unfold in the world around us. The one way 		
that I can deal most directly with my thoughts and ideas is through my paintings.

At the Shore, Seven Presidents Oceanfront Park, 1995
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Field of Dreams and Decay, 2010
		
acrylic on Styrofoam (Blue Dow), 32 x 30 inches
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oil on canvas, 48 x 60 inches

Tonya Lee

Jim Leslie

My work is about combining shapes, patterns,
moments, and pauses that are derived from
passive spaces and areas of termination. In a
multi-disciplinary process of combining painting,
drawing, collage, and construction, my intent
is to explore the oppositions of rigidity
and gesture.

I love to get out of the studio whenever possible to take part in the tradition of en plein air
painting. There’s something about hitting the road with a small paint box in the same way the
Impressionists did — just my supplies and a desire to connect with nature. The figure may
sometimes be present, maybe a vehicle, but most times they serve to populate the image
rather than dominate it. Either way, landscape provides me the opportunity to capture places,
both near and far, while offering the challenge of dealing with changing light and a host of
other problems that are specific to the genre of landscape painting. I even regard some of my
recent portrait work as landscape-oriented in that it focuses more on changing surface texture
than pure likeness.
As Resident Artist for Winsor & Newton and Liquitex Artist Materials, I travel a great deal and,
as a bonus, get to see many varied locations. Sometimes, the paintings made at these locations stand on their own, and other times they form the basis for larger paintings that begin to
push the boundaries of representational imagery. The paintings that stem from these studies
often share the qualities of topography and form dictated by color rather than the reverse.
Ultimately, I look for these images to reference the locations they are based on rather than a
strict verbatim translation; in this way they become a record, that is much more personal.

Music Mountain_0220, 2012
archival pigment print, 20 x 26.5 inches

⫷

Interior, 2003
		
oil on linen, 36 x 34 inches

Mark Ludak

Judy Martin

The photograph in this catalog is of a contemporary suburban
landscape at dusk on Music Mountain, so named because it was once
home to St. John Terrell’s Music Circus in rural New Jersey. The site
is now a housing development with the street names Big Top Drive,
Culture Court, and Melody Drive.

The artist confesses that being asked to submit a statement about her
work generally sends her into something of a panic. “Quite simply,”
she states, “my work is my statement, easily perceived by the viewer;
not the kind of thing to scratch one’s head over or feel obliged to make
erudite remarks about.”

I look for scenes that are both beautiful and disconcerting.
Photographs in which the formal elements often contradict the content
of the image. This work, begun as a project exploring abandoned
industrial sites in Philadelphia, has evolved into an ongoing meditation
concerning the impact of humanity on the natural world.

“It is my direct and, I hope, insightful response to those people and
situations, which comprise my daily life. The vocabulary is ‘traditional;’
the content is personal. My strongest work reflects an emotional and
spiritual identification with the subject— whether a tiny seashell or
my aging, feisty mother pursuing her writer’s craft at three in the
morning in a gargantuan bed.”
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Bayonet Farm, 2012
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paper, thread, spray paint, velum, and ink, 17 x17 inches
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archival pigment print and acrylic, 13 x 26 inches

		

Anne Leighton Massoni

Bob Mataranglo

The act of remembering is what currently drives my work. To visually navigate the stories in
my mind . . . to remember stories that may not exist, to imagine stories not yet told. I utilize
both created images and found imagery to present to the viewer this place between truth and
fiction. The images themselves reinforce the concepts of memory and often use mnemonic
elements and notions of artifact to represent an underlying story, which touches on the
personal while still attempting the collective. The concept is rooted in the details presented
. . . sometimes revealing and yet often holding secrets. There is truth in my tales but not
necessarily a truth of mine alone. There is a sense of shared ideas but uncertainty as to the
origin of the authorship of those ideas. This place between revealing and holding secrets is
what I’m after . . . I am interested in its intangibility. I am searching for that which we
experience and cannot express . . . evidence of memory, evidence of experience, evidence
of existence.

foam board, found objects, paper, and acrylic paint, 14 x 10 x 6 inches

I always begin an artwork with a specific idea in mind.
Along the way, unforeseen opportunities occur which
were never apparent at the start.
The path varies and the work evolves. The artwork 		
transforms again when viewed by another who applies
their experiences, biases, and tastes to what they see.
The work may become memorable, iconic, or mythical
and have an extended life, but that is beyond the
artist’s efforts.

Walk in the Park, 2011
oil on canvas, 16 x 20 inches

Anthony Migliaccio

Landscape painting for me has been the culmination of years of art exploration, teaching, and
artistic influences. Although I’ve been making art since childhood, it was my career as an art
teacher and art administrator, which prepared me with the skills needed to be a professional
artist. Teaching art required experimentation with various techniques and mediums, in addition
to incorporating art history and art appreciation into my lessons. Of course, many great artists
such as Sargent, Matisse, and Diebenkorn, to name a few, have influenced my work. However,
it was my mentor and good friend, the late Nick Caivano, who encouraged me the most. An
accomplished sculptor and painter, Caivano, who was a student of Oskar Kokoschka, and
Ivan Mestrovic, who curated my last two solo shows.
My initial artistic endeavor was printmaking. Eventually, I decided to experiment with painting,
and my printing press gave way to the easel. I now work exclusively in oils, seizing every
opportunity to paint en plein air (in the open air). Trying to catch a moment in time and
working with vibrant oils outdoors make the experience challenging, exciting, and
spontaneous. Getting the right composition, light effect, and color notes on-site is the
best exercise in maintaining the integrity of the subject matter in the studio. I am constantly
challenged by the changing light and often find myself painting the same subject matter at
different times of day and different times of the year.

⫷

Untitled (East River Bridges), 1916
watercolor and pencil on paper, 3.5 x 5.25 inches

Lewis Mumford

Lewis Mumford (1895-1990), was a cultural historian, urbanologist, city planner, architectural
critic, philosopher, and influential literary critic. He was particularly recognized worldwide for
his study of cities and urban architecture. He was also a prolific writer and was the author
of more than twenty books and over 1,000 articles and reviews, ranging from the histories
of technology and urbanism to art and literature. In 1962, his book The City in History won the
National Book Award for nonfiction. Mumford received numerous awards during his lifetime,
including the Presidential Medal of Freedom (1964) and the National Medal of the Arts (1986).
Mumford received his education at Stuyvesant High School and City College of New York.
Following his study at the City College of New York and at the New School of Social Research,
he taught at various universities and wrote for several magazines, including The New Yorker and
The Dial.
In addition to his scholarly work, Mumford was a passionate artist. Travel, family, and friends,
as well as influential people he encountered during his lifetime, were subject matter for his
work. Perhaps one of the most dominant sources for his work were the surrounding landscapes
in Amenia, New York. Graphite and pastel, as well as watercolors, were his mediums of choice.
Monmouth University is pleased to have represented in its permanent art collection an
impressive body of artwork by Lewis Mumford on long-term loan from his family.
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Duplex, 2012
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My Striped Castle Misery / Holding Leighton, 2010
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Bill Mutter

When I started making art seriously, I was drawn to surrealism. In the late 1960s, my
paintings were very complex and contained disturbing scenes from my psyche. My subject
matter got less complex over time, and I found that humans as subject matter were complex
enough for me. I became a figurative artist and a portrait artist. And I became interested in
who we think we are. Our appearance can reveal and hide. And, of course, play acting, hiding,
revealing, lying, and telling the truth are all necessary human activities.

My most recent ceramic series is of children in Halloween costumes. I care as much about
who the person is underneath the costume as the costume itself. The stance, posture, the
tip of the head, and the turn of the foot are all clues to who is inside.

triptych —wood and metal, each piece: 27 x 7.5 inches

Indian-Chief, 2010
watercolor, pastel, acrylic paint on paper, 24 x 35 inches

⫷

Pear (otherwise known as Peargina)
hand-carved mozart pink alabaster; hammered steel leaf and stem by Fred Del Guercio
marble base, 14 x 8.75 x 5.5 inches

Tova Navarra

Tom Parr

Vaune Peck

I have been armed and unarmed in the trenches with art since 1967, and my rewards to

I paint in acrylics and watercolors and work in photography.

I began exploring the arts at an early age, making clothing and fashion
accessories for myself, my sisters, and their dolls, and eventually
moved into drawing and painting. Over the years, I experimented with
different painting and drawing media and various methods of sculpting,
finally settling into oil painting and stone carving. Photography also
plays an important role in documenting my subject matter and
providing detailed studies for my pieces. Moving back and forth between
each medium helps me learn and improve my skills. I find my inspiration
in nature and in interacting with the artists I meet in my role as
counselor and coordinator of arts programming and promotion at
Monmouth University.

this day include everything from orgasmic euphoria to hideous nightmares — but all in all
the best sense of myself, and sometimes a little money. Always, I feel that an artist is a
poet who, instead of words, uses stuff — paint, ink, brushes, canvas, paper, glue, film, fine
stuff, as well as junk from the streets or the Dumpster. Enter Rauschenberg and Duchamp,
Picasso, Beerman, Nevelson, Frankenthaler: infinite influences. Such a confusing but ravishing world, and I have chosen to fight for it by my willingness to evolve as a human being
and to upset the paradigms of others until their plain sight becomes artistic seeing. My
most honest work often emerges in series, variations on a theme, redefining commonplace
objects, images, and ideas, respecting medium and subject. I study and write about the
masters everywhere — my global Olympus — who never let me sleep. They constantly urge
me to stick with them, even when I’m terrible at it.

I have had several exhibitions in recent years, including a
twenty-five-year retrospective at the Ice House Gallery at
Monmouth University in January 2010.
I am currently working on a photography book titled
BarKeep Detroit.

PAR – PEC
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In the mid-1970s, I began creating a series of portraits of circus freaks, heavily tattooed
people, bodybuilders, and large free-standing cutouts of professional wrestlers. In the
mid-1980s, I went back to school and studied ceramics with Hannah Wilke. My goal was
to create a series of life-size ceramic sculptures of cowboys fighting with each other — a
series that I spent over ten years working on.

We Three Kings, 1996
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pastel, 68 x 42 inches
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Pinocchio Girl and Leopard Boy, 2010
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Into the Woods, 2012
watercolor and pencil, 17 x 12 inches

oil on canvas, 40 x 48 inches

José A. Pelaez

Santo Pezzutti

Barbara Powderly

For years, a lot of my friends and colleagues insisted that I should abandon prints in favor

The inspiration for this painting came from
memories of my early years with lunches under
the grape arbor.

Graphic design and illustration are integral to my role as Manager of Marketing and Outreach

of painting, because paintings had more acceptance in galleries and museums. But this is
not in my DNA; I’m no painter and, archaic or not, the woodcut medium is engrained in
me. Still, they got me thinking, and for my next series of woodcuts I tried a more painterly
approach to my work. For inspiration, I turned to my favorite artist: Monet and his early
seascapes. Instead of Le Havre or Marseilles, though, I portrayed pieces of the coast of
Puerto Rico. The Cliffs of Cabo Rojo and Coast of Isabela are two of these works, part of a
series of seven done in the past decade. This would be the first time either of these two are

years of hiatus, and it is my version of a classic of Puerto Rican painting, also named

Plátanos, by our Impressionist Francisco de Oller.

for the School of Music at George Mason University in Virginia. Bringing visual art together
with the musical arts is a natural fit and offers interesting challenges and inspiration to me
as a visual thinker. I believe that audiences are inherently visual thinkers and that effective

⫷

Notre Dame, 1979
oil on canvas, 40 x 60 inches

Alfred J. “Fred” Provencher

A resident of West Long Branch for more than forty years, Fred was a member of the
Monmouth art faculty for almost three decades before retiring in 1994. He taught drawing
and painting, supervised the instruction of future art teachers, and designed and taught the
department’s first computer graphics courses.

to use it (with some pencil for added detail), since the watercolor allows ethereal effects

Over the years, Provencher’s paintings have varied in style from abstract to representational.
In the late 1970s through the early 1980s he shifted from hard-edged abstract acrylic paintings
to oil paintings of scenes from his Catholic childhood in western Massachusetts. These are very
emotional paintings representing memories of his parochial elementary schooling and the nuns
that taught him. In the 1990s he returned to abstract images with an emphasis on color, vivid
color, and color combinations. The paintings he completed for his one-man show at Monmouth
in 1998 were abstracted landscapes and seascapes. He said at the time, “My paintings explore
the mystery of nature by extracting the essence found in the color and shapes. Viewers may
join the quest as their perception is stretched by the experience.” To Provencher, painting was
an emotional outlet. “Your emotions come flowing out and you get it on canvas and that is how
you keep your sanity,” he said, “That, and a wicked sense of humor.”

and affords an immediacy and spontaneity to the resulting images.

Fred passed away on February 10, 2012, but left a legacy of beautiful paintings for all to enjoy.

marketing begins with an engaging message.
This illustration promoted Sondheim’s Into the Woods, which was co-produced by the
School of Music and Department of Theater in October 2012. This was also one of five
illustrations I created that opened the production as they were projected in an animated
slideshow in the theater. The director envisioned the story coming to life on stage as if
emanating from a children’s book.
While watercolor paint is widely considered one of the most challenging mediums, I choose

POW – PRO

shown in an exhibition. Plátanos (or Plantains) is the first woodcut I attempted after three
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La Pergola, 1998

woodcut, 17 x 14 inches
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Plátanos (Plantains), 2012
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Joan Rechnitz

watercolor on Arches 140 cold press paper, 22 x 28 inches

Deborah Redden

Turbot Creek, a watercolor, was painted en plein air, meaning outdoors on location. My
intent was an interpretive and emotional response to the old boat shed and a couple of
workmen on a quiet backwater creek. I wanted to capture the dramatic light and long
shadows of the afternoon with strong shapes and value pattern. After making several small
pen sketches, I covered Arches 140-lb cold press paper with loose “wet in wet” washes for
a toned undercoat. When the paper dried completely, using a large bristol brush, I continued
painting alla prima or “in one go,” laying in warm and cool colors with a very limited
palette. Here, shapes suggest things without spelling them out, allowing the viewer to 		
create the scene. Shapes, color, value, and edges are foremost in my mind throughout the
painting process. The pre-planning is crucial to finalize the composition and allows me to
paint confidently and loosely as watercolor dries quickly, is unforgiving, and easily overworked.
Small details are added later with a needle brush, or rigger. Working in watercolor is
endlessly fascinating and compelling in its unruliness. Though I paint in both watercolor
and oil, I find the goals are the same but the method to reach them is very different. Oil
gives you breathing room and time to rework the composition or change the color. Watercolor
leads to backruns, blooms, and accidents that can be either amazing or devastating. It is
always a challenge and a never-ending learning process.

The Animal Gaze Series—Winter Candlelight, 2011
oil on canvas, 36 x 30 inches

⫷

Untitled (Red), 2012
paper collage, 16 x 28 inches

Celeste Rehm

Mike Richison

The Animal Gaze is a series of artworks I am making to create awareness about numerous
environmental issues, including animal rights, endangered species, extinction, urbanization,
and eco-feminism. My art is also motivated by the knowledge that environmental changes
caused by humans such as pollution, overpopulation, and deforestation can contribute to
the extinction of animals with consequences that may eventually threaten human survival too.

A recurring theme that unites my work is the idea of reassigned (or voided) utility through

In general, I believe that art can help increase an understanding of the interconnections
between living things and their environment. I also believe that it can assume an activist
role and reflect social responsibility, while it awakens human consciousness. I like to juxtapose
images of animals, birds, and other species with the environment, combining them in
unusual ways to create visual puns. My artwork attempts to seek out profoundly liberating
images — those images that are capable of becoming visible only through art, which are
intelligent only to the naked eye. My intent is to use images in a synergistic way where the
combined images are greater in content than the individual parts, sometimes humorous but
always challenging. I hope my artwork will inspire conversations about how humans treat
animals, the environment, and each other.

clips. Amidst the detritus that is continuously discarded by a consumerist society, I search for

new contexts. This holds true across several media — sculpture, video, drawing, collage, and
performance. For example, in order to build sculpture, I scavenge large plastic appliances,
toys, or electronics. Additionally, much of the video work I create starts with scavenged video

connections and relationships between materials and concepts.
For these collages I drew inspiration from the time I lived in the Detroit area. Living there
influenced the way I think about cars and other manufactured products. In addition to thinking
about the intended use of an object or product, I think about how the object was made, where
the material came from, and ultimately what will happen to it. Utilizing images from the slick,
shiny world of automotive advertising, these pieces speak of manufacturing, evolution,
and obsolescence.
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It is called the Crucifix Fish. Its skull was about
four inches long and it was lent to me by the
poet, Tom Reiter, who wrote a poem about
it. By magnifying the skull in paint, I hoped to
show its intricacy and beauty.

Turbot Creek, 2011
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acrylic on canvas, 36 x 19 inches
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Crucifix Fish, 1982
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oil on panel, 6 x 8 inches

Fakir King #79 Henry VIII Series, 2012
mixed media on paper, 5.5 x 3.875 inches

⫷

Skull, 2012
pastel and charcoal on paper, 40 x 28 inches

Eileen Sackman

Lauren Schiller

Gina Torello

My work explores natural, social, and political issues. The state of
the environment and society’s reaction to its destruction should be
at the forefront of our agenda. I have used my art to express the
important role man plays in hopes of rousing discussion and intrigue.

Stephen F. Smalley

Confession: Lust is one in a series of paintings that deal with hidden rituals and things that

Fakir King endeavors to puckishly depict Henry VIII,
not as the regal Tudor monarch but instead as a penitent
fakir. More recently, Indian painting, circa late eighteenth
century, a time that links to Britain’s uneasy presence in
India. I view such work in the tradition of photomontage
and, loosely, Pop Surrealism.

My inspiration to paint originates from images that I see throughout my life. They initially
interest me because of the strong contrast in values or the dynamic composition. Only
some of these images actually become paintings — a select few that provoke some kind of
emotion to me — and those are the ones I choose to work on. If I do not have some type of
an emotional connection to my subject matter, I find it extremely difficult to finish it.

I incorporate historically significant events as well as traditional
methods. These aspects are important in the content of the piece.
I am speaking out through my work in order to raise awareness and
advocate for the change that is so greatly needed in today’s world.

take occur behind closed doors. My paintings touch on personal and cultural idiosyncrasies,
often as they relate to food customs and practices. This series began with a subject matter
that depicted particular eating habits, ceremonies, and traditions. Food is a nutritious
substance that maintains life but our relationship to it can also reveal attitudes about our
beliefs, our culture, and ourselves. Inspired by stories about medieval women mystics and
their relationship to fasting, I have also made a number of paintings that explore the
religious significance of food. Gluttony versus abstinence, denial and restriction, describe
a moral dimension to eating. This focus on food and morality led to my current work that
addresses the popular theme of the seven deadly sins: gluttony, greed, sloth, wrath, envy,
pride, and lust.

The light source is key. Yes, the colors, composition, and subject matter play an important
role in the continuity of my style, but it is the dramatic light source that plays the most
important role, almost “stagelike.” This light intrigues a calm feeling that will always evoke
turmoil somewhere within my work. My goal is not to duplicate nature — because, as
Picasso noted, that can be done with a camera — but to alter nature to enhance my work.
My style has changed many times during my career. I feel one can never stop learning.
My work has become the diary of my life. The influence from other artists has altered my
manner, and my style has taken many different roads. I feel now, at this stage in my life, I
just paint because I need to do so and I do not worry so much about anything else. It is a
great feeling. I hope you enjoy my work.
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Confession: Lust, 2012
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ceramic and string, 35 x 20 x 20 inches
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Joyce Urbanski

clay, unglazed thrown base with hand-built top, 15 x 6 ¼ inches

Arie van Everdingen
All the pieces were constructed in a similar manner — an unglazed
thrown base supporting a hand-built (slab) top, which in each case
was glazed differently. Some of the glazes were thin and transparent;
while others were slightly heavier, giving in some cases a more 		
“glazed” or even chalky appearance. Epis IV had a glaze containing 		
light rutile, which pools slightly light blue where the glaze application
is heavier. Of all the permutations, Epis IV turned out to be a favorite
because of its shape and glaze treatment.

The Unicyclist, 2010
found objects, 36.25 x 20 x 10.5 inches

⫷

Burning Monk, 2001
bronze, ¼-size model for a life-size figure, 14 ¼ x 12 x 7¼ inches

John Ventura

Stephen Voitko

The ability to ride a unicycle requires an
individual to have good ear balancing ability.
This young man succeeded and is now ready
to venture outside the box.

I choose to work almost exclusively with the human
figure because of its intrinsic accessibility and infinite
expressive potential. Whether set in a personal,
historical, or mythological context, it has the capacity to
transcend genres and convey universal threads of the
human condition.
Although Burning Monk grew out of an historical event,
I hope the piece transcends particularities and speaks,
like the monks who inspired it, a universal language.

VEN-VOI
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As with all of my work, this piece was painted from life.
The difficulty of composing and rendering this work was
complicated by the inclusion of three small children. The
image shows my two daughters and their children as
I see them: vigorous, beautiful, and full of life.

Epis IV, circa 1975
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Sunday Morning at the Shore House, 2008
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Belly of the Beast, 2008
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acrylic cutout & oil on wood, 29.5 x 67 x 1.5 inches

Randomness {Ch’an Mind Zen Mind series}, 2010
digital print on paper, 17 x 13 inches

June Wilson

Jing Zhou

Influenced by my life at the Jersey Shore, this series involves big
wave-like brushstrokes that seem to sweep across the geometric
surface, crashing over dark, mysterious, rounded shapes. The wooden
support is a polygon with one curved side. The painting seems to be
breaking up with the action like a ship on a rough sea. One of the sides
is always level and acts like an anchor. Growing up near the Atlantic
Ocean made me aware of the tides and changing weather patterns.

Randomness is part of the digital print series
Ch’an Mind Zen Mind, which reflects my spiritual
experience about one of the most widely held oriental
philosophies — Ch’an, also known as Zen.
My artwork explores our common humanity and
reflects my interest in Eastern and Western art,
literature, and philosophy. Creating art is a process
of deciphering my life journey.

The deceptively distant horizon and the curve of the Earth are one. The
contradictions of the sea make it my mirror.
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The old art building — the 800 Building — was magical, dreamlike,
and it drew out, it summoned up, the deepest and best part of
the young artists who created there. As a consequence, I painted
better than I had before, as these paintings of mine prove to me.
Bob and I love Monmouth University, this beautiful campus, and
have had a long history with it. Here we wanted to do something
meaningful and lasting, so we took a chance on duplicating the
charm and labyrinthine magic of the 800, but with all the modern
fixtures that will serve all art, the old and the new. In time, we hope,
it will prove as funky and inspiring as the old one.
— Joan and Robert Rechnitz

